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The wide spectrum of POT1 gene variants correlates
with multiple cancer types

Oriol Calvete1,2, Pablo Garcia-Pavia3,4,5, Fernando Domínguez3,4,6, Gaelle Bougeard7, Kristin Kunze8,
Andreas Braeuninger8, Álex Teulé9, Adriana Lasa10, Teresa Ramón y Cajal11, Gemma Llort12,
Victoria Fernańdez1, Conxi Lázaro13, Miguel Urioste2,14 and Javier Benítez*,1,2

The POT1 protein binds and protects telomeres. Germline variants in the POT1 gene have recently been shown to be associated

with risk of developing tumors in different tissues such as familial chronic lymphocytic leukemia, colorectal, glioma and

melanoma tumors. Recently, we uncovered a variant in the POT1 gene (p.R117C) as causative of familial cardiac angiosarcomas

(CAS) in Li-Fraumeni-like (LFL) syndrome families. Our in silico studies predicted that this protein had lost the ability to interact

with TPP1 and single-stranded DNA. In vitro studies corroborated this prediction and showed that this lack of function leads to

abnormally long telomeres. To better understand the POT1 gene and its role with tumorigenesis, we extended the study to LFL

(with and without members affected with angiosarcomas (AS)) and sporadic AS and cardiac sarcomas. We found POT1 variants

in the 20% of the families with members affected with AS and 10% of sporadic AS and sarcomas. In silico studies predicted

that these new variants were damaging in the same manner as previously described for the POT1 p.R117C variants. The wide

spectrum of variants in the POT1 gene leading to tumorigenesis in different tissues demonstrates its general importance. Study

of the POT1 gene should be considered as routine diagnostic in these cancers.
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INTRODUCTION

POT1 (protection of telomeres 1) is a component of the so-called
shelterin complex, which binds and protects telomeres.1 POT1 binds
TPP1; in turn, TPP1 binds the TRF1/2 proteins (Figure 1a). Two other
conserved domains of the POT1 protein (oligonucleotide/oligosac-
charide-binding 1 and 2; OB1 and OB2) directly interact with the
telomere. The OB-fold is composed with the residues p.146–p.152.
The stacking residues T1, T2, A3, G4, G5, G6, T7, T8, A9 and G10
interact with the single-stranded (ss) telomeric DNA sequence
TTAGGGTTAG2 (Figure 1b).
Germline variants in the POT1 gene have been described to be

responsible for familial glioma,3 melanoma4,5 and colorectal cancer.6

Germline and somatic variants in the POT1 gene were also described

to be associated with chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL).7,8 Recently,

we identified a deleterious missense germline variant (rs780936436) in

the POT1 gene (p.R117C), which caused cancer in three Li-Fraumeni-

like (LFL) families, including members affected with cardiac angio-

sarcomas (CAS) and breast angiosarcoma (AS)9 (Figure 1b).

A constitutional variant in the POT1 gene (p.R432*) was also found

in one out of five sporadic CAS tumors10 (Figure 1b). CAS tumor is

diagnosed in advanced stages when distant metastases are present and

the survival is very poor, as surgical resection is not effective.

In silico studies suggested that the POT1 p.R117C protein had lost
the ability to interact with ssDNA and TPP1 (Figure 1a).9 In vitro
studies confirmed these in silico predictions and indicated that carriers
of this variant had reduced levels of POT1 bound to the telomere and
to the TPP1 protein, which correlated with abnormally long telomeres
with increased fragility9 (Figure 1a).
To better understand the role of POT1 as one of the main genes

responsible for the development of different familial cancer types, we
extended our study to 34 TP53-negative LFL families (10 with and 24
without individuals affected with AS, respectively) and 30 cases of
sporadic AS and cardiac sarcomas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
DNA from peripheral blood and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissues

from a total of 64 patients with different tumors were selected for the whole

POT1 gene study (see Supplementary Material for methods and patients

details). Research Ethics Committee from Hospital Universitario de Fuenlab-

rada approved this study and written informed consent was obtained from all

participants.
Reference sequences NM_015450.2 and NP_056265.2 are used for POT1

gene and POT1 protein, respectively. The number of the exons and introns

from the POT1 gene is according the refseq: NG_029232.1. The variants

described in this work have been submitted in the LOVD database freely
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available at www.LOVD.nl/POT1 (patient IDs: 105406–105411). In silico
prediction software is detailed in Supplementary Material.

RESULTS

Sequencing of the entire CDS of the POT1 gene (refseq:
NM_015450.2) in the different series uncovered four new variants
(one nonsense and three missense variants) and the same variant
described in Calvete et al.9 (Table 1). The missense variants were all
located within functional domains (refseq: NP_056265.2) and they
were considered damaging by the functional predictors
(Supplementary Materials) and the tolerance to amino-acid change
score (Table 1).
Regarding the LFL families with members affected with AS, two

variants were found in the POT1 gene. However, no variants in the
POT1 gene were found in any individual of the 24 studied LFL families
without individuals affected with AS. The missense p.(T497L) variant
(c.1490C4A) was found in an individual affected with breast AS from
a LFL French family (Table 1; Supplementary Figure S1). Putative
protein–protein-binding sites were calculated for the putative protein
containing the variant. The protein–protein-binding site at position
p.499 was lost in this putative protein, as previously observed for the

POT1 p.R117C protein. This resulted in the loss of capability of the
mutant protein to interact with the TPP1 protein (Supplementary
Table S1; Figure 1b). This prediction was confirmed by in vitro assays.9

The nonsense p.(Gln301*) variant (c.1560C4T) was found in an
individual affected with CAS from another family (Table 1;
Supplementary Figure S1). Binding capability to TPP1 of the putative
POT1 protein with the p.(Gln301*) variant was not evaluated in silico
because the entire TPP1 binding domain was truncated (Figure 1b).
In the series of individuals affected with sporadic tumors, the

missense p.(P116L) variant (c.946C4T) was found in an individual
with CAS (Table 1). The same protein-binding site lost at position
p.499 in the POT1 p.R117C protein was observed in the putative
POT1 p.(P116L) protein (Supplementary Table S1). In addition, the
putative POT1 p.(P116L) protein changed the orientation from
exposed (wt) to buried (PACC score for solvent accessibility) for
two residues in the OB-fold and interacting with the ssDNA (p.152
and p.266), as previously described for the POT1 p.R117C protein
(Figure 1b; Supplementary Table S2). Therefore, the POT1 p.(P116L)
protein is also predicted to have lost its capacity to bind ssDNA. The
series of individuals affected with sporadic tumors also included two
cardiac sarcoma patients, one carrying the previously described

Figure 1 Telomere biology. (a) Left: POT1 protein binds to TPP1 and to the ssDNA to regulate telomere maintenance. Right: individuals carrying the POT1
p.R117C variant showed reduced levels of POT1 bound to telomeres and to TPP1, which correlated with abnormally long, fragile telomeres and increased
number of damage foci (γH2AX).9 (b) POT1 protein. OB1 and OB2 domains (N-ter) directly interact with the telomere through the stacking residues T1, T2,
A3, G4, G5, G6, T7, T8, A9 and G10 (gray arrowheads). The OB-fold (position from p.146 to p.152) is shown (white rectangle). In the putative POT1
p.R117C protein, the PACC score of positions p.152 (OB-fold) and p.266 (T8; A9) changed from exposed (POT1) to buried (POT1 p.R117C), which lost the
ability to bind to telomere. POT1 binds to TPP1 through the conserved domain located at the C terminus (TPP1). The POT1 p.R117C protein lost the ability
to bind TPP1 due to the loss of the protein-binding site at position p.499 (white arrow). Variants in the POT1 gene found in this work (blue arrowheads) and
in a previous sporadic CAS10 (green arrowhead) are shown. Variants in melanoma tumors4,5 (white arrowheads), in glioma tumors3 (black arrowhead), in CLL7

(yellow arrowhead) and in colorectal cancer6 (red arrowhead) are also shown. TPP1, tripeptidyl peptidase-1 domain.

Table 1 Variants in the POT1 gene found in the present study

Sample POT1 variant Positiona MAFb Domain Tolerance to amino-acid changec

LFL+CAS p.(Q301*) g.124491974G4A ND NA NA

LFL+breast AS p.(T497K) g.124475348G4T ND TPP1 44

Sporadic CAS p.(P116L) g.124503603G4A ND OB1 42

Sporadic cardiac sarcoma p.(R117C)d g.124503601G4A NDd OB1 79

Sporadic cardiac sarcoma c.547-1G4Ae g.124503403C4T ND OB2 NA

Abbreviations: AS, angiosarcoma; CAS, cardiac angiosarcoma; LFL, Li-Fraumeni-Like families; NA, not applicable; ND, not described; OB, oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding; TPP1, tripeptidyl
peptidase-1.
aGenomic reference sequence is given in GRCh37 hg19 annotation.
bMinor allele frequency at 1000 Genomes.
cTolerance score ranges from deleterious effect (score 100) to neutral/no effect (score −100).
dVariant previously described in Calvete et al.9
eSkip of the splice acceptor site of intron 8 (NG_029232.1).
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p.(R117C) variant (c.948C4T) and another one with the intronic
c.547-1G4A (CDS) variant (c.1145-1G4A) (Table 1). The intronic
variant was located in the splice acceptor site of the eighth intron
(NG_029232.1) and might lead to skipping of the site for splicing. The
splice acceptor score was calculated for the wild-type POT1 DNA
(score: 0.61; acceptance threshold: 0.45; Supplementary Figure S2).
POT1 c.547-1G4A putatively lost the acceptor site (score: 0.00;
acceptance threshold: 0.45), which would result in the skipping of the
splice acceptor site. Therefore, removal of eighth intron of POT1
c.547-1G4A putatively leads to removal of ninth exon as well
(NG_029232.1), which corresponds to the fifth exon of the CDS
(NP_056265.2) (Supplementary Figure S2). The in silico studies with
the putative POT1 c.547-1G4A protein were performed assuming
that the entire fifth exon was lost. In the putative protein containing
the POT1 c.547-1G4A variant, the site at p.499 for binding TPP1 was
also predicted to be lost (Figure 1b; Supplementary Table S1; no RNA
was available).
In summary, two different variants in the POT1 gene were found in

LFL families with individuals affected with AS. In addition, another
three variants in the POT1 gene were found in three individuals
affected with sporadic tumors, one in a sporadic CAS patient and two
in individuals affected with sporadic cardiac sarcomas.
LOH study was performed for the three individuals affected with

sporadic tumors, carrying variants in the POT1 gene and available
PFFE (Supplementary Table S3). No LOH was observed in the three
studied tumors. This result was according our previous observation,
where LOH was neither observed for the POT1 p.R117C variant.9

DISCUSSION

Variants in the POT1 gene
Four new predicted damaging variants (p.(R116C), p.(Gln301*),
p.(T497L) and c.547-1G4A; Table 1) have been added to the variant
spectrum of the POT1 gene.

In silico studies predicted that these new variants are expected to be
unable to bind to TPP1 as described for the POT1 p.R117C variant9

(Supplementary Table S1). In addition, the variant p.(P116L) is
predicted to be defective in its interaction with ssDNA
(Supplementary Tables S2). In vitro studies of the POT1 p.R117C
protein substantiated the in silico prediction;9 therefore, carriers of the
new variants described in the current study are expected to deregulate
POT1 function in the same manner and to increase telomere length,
making them unstable. Variants in telomere structure and mainte-
nance genes lead to telomere fragility, which is commonly associated
with different cancer types.11 Replication of the in silico results
previously described for the in vitro-evaluated p.R117C variant,
correlates with the association of developing tumors of the variants
described in this work.

POT1 and AS
In the present work, variants in the POT1 gene were found in 2 out of
the 10 studied LFL families, including members affected with AS
(Supplementary Figure S1), but no variants were found in 24 LFL
families without individuals affected with AS. Variants in the POT1
gene were also found in 3 out of the 30 individuals affected with
sporadic tumors (2 in cardiac sarcomas and 1 in CAS; Table 2a). These
variants are also important because they demonstrate that POT1
variants not only cause AS but also sarcomas in cardiac tissue.
Because cardiac tumors are rare, we added previously published

cases.9,10 Therefore, Table 2b includes 12 additional LFL families with
members affected with AS, four of them had the POT1 p.(R117C)
variant. Ten additional LFL families with members affected without AS
did not present POT1 variants.9 Regarding sporadic CAS patients, one
out of five additional patients presented a nonsense variant (p.R432*)
in the POT1 gene.10 On the basis of these data, we can conclude that
variants in the POT1 gene are present in 27.3% and 11.4% of LFL
families with members affected with AS and sporadic CAS tumors,
respectively (Table 2b).

POT1 variants in other diseases
Other described POT1 variants associated with risk of developing
familial glioma and familial melanoma tumors also led to abnormally
long telomeres.3–5 No information regarding telomere length was
available for the familial CLL or colorectal cancer patients carrying
POT1 variants.6,7

All these variants described in different types of tumors appear
randomly distributed along the gene and the conserved domains,
independently of the cancer type (Figure 1b). Table 2c summarizes the
frequency of alterations in these diseases. Although the incidence of
POT1 variants is lower than in AS cases, they should be considered
especially in familial melanoma (2.4%) and familial and sporadic CLL
(6.1% and 3.5%, respectively).
In summary, we observed that variants in the POT1 gene are not

limited to familial AS, but also occur in sporadic AS and cardiac
sarcomas. POT1 variants are described mainly in cardiac tissue
pathologies and a putative relation between cardiac tumors and
malfunction of telomere biology might exist. However, the molecular
landscape that leads to tumorigenesis is still not well understood. The
wide spectrum of variants in the POT1 gene leading to tumorigenesis
in different tissues demonstrates its general importance. Inclusion in
cancer panels should be performed as routine diagnostic to provide
earlier diagnosis of people at risk.
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Table 2 Frequency of the POT1 gene variants in different types of

cancer

Pathology Studied cases POT1 variants Frequency (%)

(a) Studied cases in this work
LFL with AS 10 2 20.0

LFL (without AS) 24 0 0.0

Sporadic tumors 30 3 10.0

(b) Total studied cases
LFL with ASa 22 6 27.3

LFL (without AS)a 34 0 0.0

Sporadic tumorsb 35 4 11.4

(c) Other tumors
Familial CLLc 66 4 6.1

Sporadic CLLd 341 12 3.5

Familial colorectal cancere 1143 3 0.3

Familial gliomaf 301 3 1.0

Familial melanomag 466 11 2.4

Sporadic melanomag 3720 3 o0.1

Abbreviations: AS, angiosarcoma; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; LFL, Li-Fraumeni-like
families.
aIncluding 12 families with angiosarcoma and 10 families without angiosarcomas studied in
Calvete et al.9
bIncluding 1/5 sporadic CAS cases with p.R432* variant in the POT1 gene from Kunze et al.10
cStudied cases from Speedy et al.7
dStudied cases from Ramsay et al.8
eStudied cases from Chubb et al.6
fStudied cases from Bainbridge et al.3
gStudied cases from Robles-Espinoza et al.4 and Shi et al.5
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